OWA IS LOSER IN DUAL MEET

RAIN COULD NOT PREVENT MEN'S NOCTURNAL FIGHTING HOURS

FINISH RESULTS 9-7-41

Iowa Competes In The Weight Division--Clinton For Iowa

The Minnesota-Iowa dual match proved
game in prediction. The
was defeated in the meet Demaree in Iowa's 41.
Of the six events Iowa won only three, those
hitting in field sports. On the track Iowa that1.5. The match was decided in aggregate
inning the style of the Cougars in the dual meet May 28 and under the auspices of the Roadster club.
The series of play for each
is even more attractive this year for 2.5. It precipitated only slightly
numeric, among them the time. "Taming of the Shores." The other
thing to "be answered by the".

IOWA IS LOSER

COUBA PLAYRES WILL RETURN WITH SHAKESPEAREAN MONOLOGUES

Under auspices of the Roadster Club Dramatic Team will come to Iowa on May 29-30
Hand tinted posters, the work of C. A. Patterson of the department in art, are a decided
series, of the Cougars in the dual meet May 28 and under the auspices of the Roadster
... the period of play for five
is even more attractive this
year for 2.5. It precipitated only slightly numeric, among them the "Taming of the Shores." The other
ing to be answered by the"

IN THE NEWS

IOWA IS VICTOR AT WESTERNHURST

BASKET TEAM OF BANCHEER AND WILSON CARRY AWAY THE JAR

JUMPS ROTE 2 TO 1 RESULT

Iowa Upsets the Negative of the Negatives of the Philipines\(695\) and Harry Anderson's "Youth"

Iowa Defeated Northwestern at Evanston last night on the debate platform, the question being: "Re-
sult, that the Philippines should be
the mock Democratic nominated by the opponents of
"Studying the Mock Democratic nomination,"
the followers of grape juice-6.5.
Mr. Brisco had been selected to go to
and Wilson and Pike were appointed by the
the mock Democratic nominated by the opponents of
wouldn't be hooted if it contained Bill

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Field events:} & \quad \text{Put--} \text{Hollister (M), Wilkins (M), \text{shoe-}
\text{shafts 16 feet 1 inch; Claggett--} \\
\text{Dutton (M), W. lI, \text{height 16 feet 1 inch; hammer throw--} \\
\text{Martin (M), height 16 feet 1 inch; javelin throw--Spreaka (M).}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{North Elevation New Dental Building}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{PIKE CITY ATTORNEY}
\end{align*}\]

North A. Brisco's efficiency policy was
demonstrated by the success of the
convention at Jazee society Field
and Northwestern club. Students
were pronounced as principal and
vice-president. Mr. Brisco had been
recognized by the opponents of Wil-
son, Hughe1wain of New York for
his political mettle, but the followers of grape juice fe-
wouldn't be hooted if it contained Bill

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Midland Receives $1000}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{The Midland has accepted a gift of the}
\text{Iowa Standard Oil Company, in}
\text{the music of the mock Democratic nominated by the opponents of}
\text{"Studying the Mock Democratic nomination,"}
\text{wouldn't be hooted if it contained Bill

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Students to Arena}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Next Sunday a party of students}
\text{planned for the St. Cloud University to go to Arena.
\text{The students of the Mock Democratic nominated by the opponents of}
\text{"Studying the Mock Democratic nomination,"}
\text{wouldn't be hooted if it contained Bill

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Canvas Girls for Opinion}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Survey in Dade Made of the University}
\text{of the Mock Democratic nominated by the opponents of}
\text{"Studying the Mock Democratic nomination,"}
\text{wouldn't be hooted if it contained Bill

\[\begin{align*}
\text{INN}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Emil Sopherer, conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, is}
\text{in the music of the mock Democratic nominated by the opponents of}
\text{"Studying the Mock Democratic nomination,"}
\text{wouldn't be hooted if it contained Bill

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Put the "POP" in}
\text{opcorn}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{nas. Marvias}
\text{128 E. Wash}
\text{But it's Sweet!}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{EXT-Room at 144 N. sixth}
\text{1928}
\end{align*}\]
Your Friends Can Buy Anything You Give Them—Except
Your Photograph
Make Your Appointments For A Sitting At
NEWBERGS STUDIO

JOHN G. MUELLER, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
Office—Bank Bldg., Room 51
Residence 417 H. Washington St.

Practiced Limited to the Ear, Nose and Throat
DR. FRANK E. LOVE
Office—511, Johnson Bldg., 2nd Floor.

Iowa City, Iowa.

M. M. ROHRBACHER, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician
Office—First National Bank Bldg.

Residence 142 F. 1

Iowa City, Iowa.

Dr. E. T. KNEIL.
Office Paul Cupper Building, Stl. 1
Washington St., 227-19 E. Wash St.
Residence, 17 Greyhound Bld.
Telephones 379 R. 1 and J

Iowa City, Iowa.

Dr. W. H. DONOVAN
Special attention given to Eye, Nose and Throat.
Office—301, Johnson Bldg.

PHILIP L. HALE
Homeopathic Physician
Office Paul Cupper Building

Residence 131 A. M. — 118 E. 1

Iowa City, Iowa.

The National Catholic Student

MADIS AND ENGLISH

This newspaper news bureau reports that a new English class has been
started in the High school, which is an inspiration for many, fostered
by the Y. W. C. A. The first meet-
ing of the class was held Thursday
night with Ethel Hiltz as leader.

The class met on the evening of
the meeting, making a total of
twenty-eight members of the clas-

EENUS FROM JORDAN
On Wednesday, last, we journeyed
from Jordan to Vesta. The road was
about as bad as it ever was, and
for the first fifteen miles we had to
pull our buggy through the mud,

DR. FRANK E. LOVE
Office—511, Johnson Bldg., 2nd Floor.

PHILIP L. HALE
Homeopathic Physician
Office Paul Cupper Building

Residence 131 A. M. — 118 E. 1

Iowa City, Iowa.


McIntyre's Portable Skating Rink
OPPOSITE DUDLEY HOTEL
THE FINEST PORTABLE RINK OPERATED IN THE MIDDLE WEST
TWO SESSIONS DAILY, AFTERNOON, 2:30 S: EVENING, 7:30 O
CONVENTION FLOOR MANAGERS AND RESTRICTORS. LADY CHAPERONE.

MUSIC BY WURLITZER BAND

NORTHWESTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY

The Largest Agency West of Chicago. We Cover the Entire
WEST AND ALASKA. Write immediately for free circular.
BOISE, IDAHO
Take Me With You
ON THAT Saturday & Sunday Hike
The Photograph Tells The Story.

Louis Rexall & Kodak Store
EAST COLLEGE STREET
Printing and Developing

SHARD THEATRE
"IOWA CITY's FINEST MOVIE HOUSE"

TODAY ONLY
"THE SOCIAL PIRATES"
GREAT KALEM PRODUCTION
Also one of the Famous Mummy Suffer Comedian
8000 Feet of Feature Films

COMING MONDAY and TUESDAY
BECAUSE OF THE GREAT POPULAR DEMAND WE HAVE SECURED A RETURN ENGAGEMENT OF
"THE SUBLIME ACHIEVEMENT OF THE MOVING PICTURE ART"
A THRILLING FANTASY LAYED IN THE BELL OF SCOTLAND

Billie Burke
THE RECOGNIZED WORLD'S GREATEST, MOST BEAUTIFUL COMEDIAN, IN THE SPECTACULAR FILM TREATY
"PEGGY"
Produced by Thos. Ince
DIRECT FROM THE KNUCKEBOEKHER THEATRE, NEW YORK
8000 FEET OF PRINTING FILM
2 HOURS OF INTEREST
FIVE TIMES DAILY—1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 P. M.

WHAT LEADING CRITICS SAY OF THE FEATURE

"Saved on a breath of laughter."—Chicago Tribune

"Billie Burke conquers a new field and does so admirably."—Los Angeles Examiner

"Billie Burke better than on the stage."—N. Y. Times.

STRAND THEATRE
STARTING MONDAY, MAY 1st
WITH STRAND ORCHESTRA

STANDARD STRAND PRICES—ENTIRE LOWER FLOOR 10C-5C UPHOLSTERED BALCONY SEATS 20
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Tickets for the Minneapolis Orchestra Concerts on May 13 will be put on sale tomorrow at Reis’ Bookstore and eight or ten other stores. Season tickets will be $2.00 up to May 10.

---

**The Love Liar**
A Master Picture
De Luxe Edition
IN 5 ACTS
ALSO
RUBE MILLER
in
‘Rube’s Hotel Tangle’
A VOGUE COMEDY

---

The University of Chicago
HOME STUDY
For detailed instruc-
tions write:
E. C. JENKINS
110 East 11th Street
Chicago 5

---

The Opera Confectionary
For Candies, Ice Cream and Soft Drinks

---

M. G. Bassett
Chiropractor

Office Hours
10 to 12
2 to 5
7 to 8

Lady Attendant

---

The Screens
Today
The Unseen
Today

---

PRINCESS

---

CRANE WILBUR

---

In a Strikingly Original Drama

---

The Screens Unrivaled Romantic Favorite

---

The University Christian Science society holds its next meeting in the church rooms, 1111 W. Iowa avenue, Sunday evening, April 25, from 7:30 to 7:45. A social invitation is extended to all students, members of the faculty, and students of the University.

---

ASK FOR AND GET
HORLICK’S
THE ORIGINAL Malted Milk
Cheap substrates cost YOU same price.

---

The University of Chicago
HOME STUDY
For detailed instruc-
tions write:
E. C. JENKINS
110 East 11th Street
Chicago 5

---

Barbara Cornwall of

---

Dr. R. W. Remer of Knoxville. He—Emett—

---
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The Screens
Today